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[1An International Perspective
On ROV Technology
"
Robe

by sunlight, the electrical systems were noisy and the reliability was
poor, hard to maintain and keep operational.
p
The early stages of vehicle development and the associated problems
are countered by the latest high tech system under development in
Japan by the Japan Marine Science and Technology Center (JAMSTEC)
(2). The new system, which is scheduled for operation in 1993, will
be a 10.000 meter tethered vehicle which will be operated from the
support ship Yokosuka. It will have a towed search capability and an
integral ROV with a short tether which can be deployed for work and
inspection. The most important consideration, however, is the
capability it provides to recover the manned submersible Shinkai
6500, which will operated ott the same support vessel, in an emergency. The operational capabilities which exist today and the emerging
technologies that allow the development of such 10,000 meter systems will be discussed in the following sections.
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ABSTRACT
The ROV'92 Conference and Exposition, the 10th in a series of successful high technology events, was held on 9 - 12 June 1992 in San
Diego, California, USA. The conferences, sponsored by the Remotely
Operated Vehicle Committee of the Marine Technology Society has
been held in San Diego in 1983, 84, 85, 89 and 92. Other locations
included Aberdeen, Scotland (86), Bergen, Norway (88), Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada (90) and Hollywood, Florida, USA (91). This
paper will provide an overview of the technology presented at the
conference and a discussion of its relevance.

OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS
This section will discuss the capabilities which exist with systems
which are presently operational in the field.
Recovery and Salvage
The exploits of Eastport International are becoming well known as they
tackle jobs from flight recorder recovery to insurance investigations.
Theirlatest venture resulted in the recovery of ahelicopter from a depth
of 17,250 leet (3). This test of systems and ingenuity was conducted
by the U.S. Navys Supervisor of Salvage working with Oceaneering
and Eastport The initial search phase was conducted using the ORION
towed search system, operated by Oceaneering for the Navy which
uses 36.000 feet of fiber optic cable. The recovery was ultimately
completed by the CURV IIIvehicle operated by Eastport thorough the
use of traction winches, heave compensators and specially built reels
of Kevlar rift line which are taken to the sea floor for attachment It is
obvious that few objects are now beyond lhe reach of today's technology.
Complimenting the exploits of the Navy is the work conducted by
AT&rs SCARAB (Submersible Craft Assisting Burial And Repair)
vehicle (4). These systems (4 in all). opýrated by their subsidiary,
Transpacific Communications, Inc., provide the capability to locate,
cut and recover telecommunication cables. In addition, they can use
the jetting and excavation skid to re-bury the cable. These systems
provide some of the latest control techniques for the operator including
computer graphics and pull-down menus which assist in proper
deployment configuration based on the underwater operating condibons. The displays provide the data necessary for the operator to
complete the burial process. Usý..p these graphical techniques and
large high definition monitors, the banks of switches and gauges
previously used have been totally eliminated. Such technology is
responsible for saving AT&T a revenue loss of $1,000,000 per hour.

INTRODUCTION
The conference exhibition provided an array of products and systems
which underscore the maturity of todays ROV technology. State-of-theart manipulators, displays and deep ocean systems have now reached
a level of reliability unknown a decade ago when the first ROV conference was held. The integration of advanced technologies into
operational systems was highlighted by the U.S. Navy's exhibition at
the entrance of the exhibit hall. The goal of conducting search and
work to depths of 20,000 feet was represented by the Advanced
Tethered Vehicle (ATV) and the Advanced Tethered Vehicle (ATV) and
the Advanced Unmanned Search System (AUSS). The ATV, developed
by the Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance Center's
Research, Development. Test and Evaluation Division and now
operated by the Submarine Development Group's Unmanned Vehicle
Detachment holds the present depth record of 20,600 feet This
accomplishment is matched by the success of the Navys CURV Ill
vehicle operated by Eastport international which was the first to reach
20.000 feet only days earlier. The ATVwas designed to be the recovery
vehicle, complementing the search capability of AUSS. The AUSS, a
semi-autonomous, acoustically controlled search system was
designed to provide an order of magnitude increase in the efficiency
of the search rate. Having no tether, it can efficiently search a large
area without being tethered to a ship and the constraints imposed by
such a leash. Sonar images and pictures displayed of a bomber
located off the coast of California, which were transmitted topside via
the acoustic communication link, provided proof of the maturity of such
technology and how a dual system such as ATV and AUSS provide a
logical compliment Also on display at the Navy's booth were acoustic
communication link techniques, fiber optic communication links, and
advanced ceramic pressure hulls, all of which will play significant roles
in the future on Navy systems. These technologies will be discussed
later in this paper.
It is fitting that the Navy display encompass the overall capability of
ROVs since the Navy spearheaded the development of ROV technology. This historical perspective was recalled by Shaefer and Metzler
as they discussed the Navy's development of the first Mobile Underwater Vehicle System by VARE Industries in 1961 called the XN-3 (1).
This was a time when shaft seals failed, the cameras were damaged

Subsea Intervention
In the early days of ROV intervention in the oil patch, the talk revolved
around the "ail purpose" vehicle, a system which could do everything
for everyone. This concept was soon proven to be unworkable, except
for very minor tasks. The reality of subsea intervention was that tasks.
were for the most part very complicated and often required very large
'tools' or forces to complete the task. When the work was being
performed at diver depths, the ROV intervention techniques were often
considered a secondary approach, since one always had the diver.
Unfortunately for the diver, the future dictates that subsea wells will be
located in waters far beyond their capability, a realm where only ROVs
will be iWle to work.
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docking of an underwater fiber optic connector using an Roy and the
development of a high speed nicro-cable manufacturing lechng,,qw
which was subsequently transferred to industry. The underwater
mating provided the capability to transfer 220-Mbps from the remote
site back to the launch platform. The new manufactunng process is
used to make a. 031 inch diameter cable by laminating an annulus of
fiberglass yam and an ultraviolet curable resin around a standard,
dispersion-shitled, single-mode optical fiber. This is curedthroughthe
application of a dose of intense ultravioiet light. This process was
transferred to industry via the Navys Manufactunng Technology Program The future application of such communication links include use
'in expendable systems such as torpedoes or in providing high
bandwidth communication links with advanced battery powered sys1,ms The the next logical step in eliminating the tether from the Roy.
as onboard processing capability and sensing conbnually increases.
is tlhrouqn the application of expendable micro-cables

The future of subsea intervention was highlighted in several presentabons where ROV friendly* subsea equipment is developed. Such
equipment can be worked on modular vehicle system easily reconfigured to take the required tooling to the work sight The Exxon
Company, USA, is funding a program to develop a system to be used
for installation and maintenance of deepwater pipelines, up to 20
inches in diameter (5). This work includes tasks such as cutting a 20
inch pipeline and docking with a special 3.00 ib assembly which is
flown to and mated with the bottom structure,
In a similar fashion. the Italian Oil Company, AGIP SpA is funding the
SAF (Sistemi Alt Fondali) Project which atso use modular tooling
systems at depths to 3,000 feet (6). They too are adapting graphic and
animate forms of presentation of the status of t;;t underwater modules
on large screen displays with touch screen input Their 'Master
Vehicle' weighs about 5.000 lbs in water and has a cable assisted fill
capability of approximately 40 tons In addition to the modular
capability, it cames a secondary Roy for minor tasks and visual
inspection assistance
Work being conducted by Mobil North Sea Ltd. FSSL Lid and SlinIisby
Engineenng Ltd is a also addressing remote intervention to 3000 fool
depths (7) Their work. which uses a Slinqsby Trotan MRV to move
modular tool packages, also considers the automatic oiiking of the
svstem with the subsea equipment Based oii the ,Luccess of their
work, they feel that have reached 'a major milestone on the road o
developing autonomous Hov intervention systems

Navigation
Long base !ie !aiviilation and tracking systems have been around for
some lime. however, it has lust been recently that the capability to
iccuratelv navigate a vehicle on a micro scale has been available The
M.arqucst Group recently oeveloped the SHARPS (Sonic High Accuracy
;iT
intint and Positioninq System) system whicri uses a hardwrred
-ontiiiouration and one-way travel times between transceivers on the
..onicle lwo 'ose in the met (13) Using an update rate of 10
yxes/second. a resolution of t cm at a range of 100 meters is
mvailable The latest version out of Marguest is called the EXACT (EXact
Trenchers
.'Cioustic Trackinl) system, which is a wireless version of the Sharps
The subsea trenchers may not be tree tlying HOVs. however, they are
Lurge, impressive ain 'hiqh tech." For exampie. Tlcniomare S•a s %.I ,sltem ( 141 itis i)rilecting to have a posihoninl capability of 2 cm at
1602, which can cut 2 meter dee trenches is iliiiit uminatlon Io '10 meter rilaies with a repeatability oft U cir Usnin a Sampling rate
.:1It) .3 -: 1!is io)atable to rivers. l.iles liilds or the open ocean
provide ','eual teprerseritlation of the neometric ci inhoiuiitlon it !he
ire development of such systems allows the use o0programmable
vehicle and ins movinq parts (8). By using specially developed control
Iraiectorv planners, allowing the operalor to choose vehicle velocities.
software, they expect to control the vehicle completely in air automahc
,'celera.lins. L•3a•s nd waypoirnts The raoahbiity to auLtomaLicallv
mode in the future tiT (Marine) Ltd's tracked ROV weidhits ii at 11.tiiis
Isin ij this technique hias bIen demonstrated, a
.:1CK i wci'icl
(9) Called the Eureka sysltem, it can cut It ri ler deepi trenches it
ciiOalolilv which will be huuhly useful by the systems descnbed in the
depths of 1,000 meters. The system will bury pi.ehnes up to 20 kin
;rveiouus SctiiOis "I this paper
wong at speeds up ,o 5CC meters per hour it also ircludes a Junior
NUFO ROV which acts as the systems Flying eye". Possibly the most
Lasers and Optics
sophisticated and capable of all the tirenchrs is the new Sea Hed
Lisersaie caViqa.1coinstantly increasinqtroie i underwater applicaTractor developed by AT&T It 0) This 10U1 nietic tioi vwhucle is
ters (0,'m .=uis• .','w unrthirwafer ima(lmt(o Ststlms aire cnmm rtnon line and
'rxpected to clock I imeter burial depth speeds tiii it)1000
various aptiucatrons are being developed by researcners around the
hour in depths to I,400 reelers. It also iOculUes a .3•toi clane anlia
corid Japan isinvestigating applications of the pulse laser for depthpackage which has a Schilling manipulator and assorled tool packaite
.oundigq ind observation of underwater structures and hopes to
for more delicate lobs With the capability which is beini•inlterated
Jevelir inierwaler laser camera sstems 115). Work being done in
ilto such large systems, and the increasing size ot modules beiret
tlie Peoples Republic ot China uses a laser scanning system to presern
transported by free swimming ROV's, it probably won t be lIon before
I 1\ mane which (iives 3-D information 116). They expect this lo be
the gap bceween these methods closes completely thriouh the
.,rrV iselul in !,N1cnntrol of ROVs and manipulators in the future.
development of more diverse hybrid systems
uioiniq work at the Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institution in the
USA uses a Deam-splitler and a motonzed mirror to provide a pair of
TECHNOLOGY
parallel laser beams which can be used as a -non-contact pair of
calipers' (17). They are also invesbgabng scanning lasers to provide
Although the systems previously described are becoming highly reiithree-dimensional maps. Automatic tracking of objects. using TVs
able and are incorporating the latest technology, there appears to he
mounted on pan and tilts which follow a laser dot projected onto a
more advances on the horizon. This section will address those techtarget, is being researched at the Monterey Bay Aquanrum Research
nologies which are expected to provide advanced capabilities in the
Institute and Stanford University in the USA (18). Their successful
future.
testing indicates that vision processing is the only technology required
to make the automatic tracking system operational,
Fiber Optics
The integration oi tiber optic cables into Roy power umbilicals is now
Manipulators and Work Systems
common place, however, future battery operated systems will be using
Advances are continuing to be made in the integration of manipulators,
expendable fiber optic micro-cables. Two of the presentabons
visionandcontrolsystems.Thegoalofproviingareal'humanpresence
provided an excellent overview into the design problems and
at the work site is continuing and will eventually make the ROV system
capabilities of soch communication links. Alan Grey of Norther
transparent to the human operator. Inwork being conducted inthe U.S. by
Telecom Defence Systems provides the main trade-otis for a range of
the National Aeronautics and Space Adrninistratmon (NASA). ROVs are
Roy applications and environments including electrooptic conversion
being used to investigate telepresent controlled vehicles for use duingthe
multiplexing (11).
wavelength
using
communication
and
bidirectional
'c protects that though the use of high performance laser sources.
',lu.re exploration it Mars (19) Their Irvestigations ;ncluded the use of a
head mounted display and a magnelic field sensor to track the position of
optical communication links with data rates above 1 Gbit/s will be
a helmet wom by the operator, The data is then used to duive the TV and
realized over 100 km lengths without repeaters. His protection is
the pan and tilt mechanism providing the operator with the feeling of
exceeded, however, based on work performed at the U.S. NaWs NRad
remote reality".
research facility (formerly the Naval Ocean Systems Center) where 150
Another area where great strides are being made is automalic cleaning
unrepeafered lengths are projected (12).
kJm
and inspection of offshore strUctUres. The Norwetgian institute of TechnofTwo significant events identified by NRad include the successful
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buoyancy, graphic reinforced plastics (GRP)- The vehicle has a GRP
housing 2.5 feet in diameter and 2.5 inches thick with titanium end
bells to house the electronics and batteries of the system. Also on the
AUSS vehicle is the latest in fairings which use Spectra composites.
These composites are made with extended-chain polyethylene (ECPE)
fibers marketed under the trade name spectra (24). These fibers have
the highest strength-to-weight ratio of any known fiber and are extremely resistant to cutting and abrasion. With the future of ROVs
heading in the direction of autonomous systems, the potential for
application of non-melallic pressure resistant structures is extremely
high. They may provide the key in the development of efficient,
streamlined structures and components for future vehicles.

ogy is conducting investigations with a manipulator using a force
transducer in the wrist to grind welds for inspection (20). They feel
that their technique is workable if a robotically controlled manipulator
can be built with enough bandwidth in the force control loop.
To alleviate the problem of high bandwidth control systems, University
College London is investigating the use of a compliant wrist unit to
absorb errors in manipulator motion (21). They expect this to be a
technique available for use with little prior knowledge of the weld
geometry. Amoregeometric approach to the problem is taken by GKSS
in Germany (22). As part of the OSIRIS (OffShore Integrated Robotic
Inspection/Intervention System), they are developing a control system
which will use off line programming and graphical simulation of the
system to allow an ROV operated manipulator to conduct NDT tasks.
Such techniques will eventually be combined with call up graphical
representations of the structure being worked on, and when used with
properly programmed manipulators and end effectors, will be able to
fully automate the inspection process.

/
j

t
t
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CONCLUSIONS
The systems and technology presented at the ROV'92 conference have
shown the great strides which have been made inthis area. Tethered
ROVs, both free-swimming and bottom crawling, have reached a
highly reliable and capable level of development. The developers of
equipment used in the oil fields have now realized that remote intervention can be achieved using ROVs it they are included in the initial
design stages. The future for advanced autonomous systems looks
good as the technology needed to achieve this capability is nearly at
hand. When considering the technology base availabit during the
development of the XN-3 by the Navy over 3 decades ago, and the
advances made since then, the capabilities which will be achieved
during the next 3 decades should be truly astounding. The age of virtual
reality, programmed operation and totally autonomous systems is just
around the comer.

Pressure Resistant Structures
Conventional materials used for deep ocean pressure vessels have
included stainless steels, aluminum and titanium. Advances have now
been made where materials such as ceramics can be used which
provide anywhere from 3 to 5 times higher strength for each pound of
material (23). Alumina ceramic pressure housings can now be
developed with weight to displacement ratios in the 0.4 to 0,6 range
for 20,000 foot applications. This can be pushed too 0.35 using boron
carbide ceramic. Several large diameter hulls, developed by the U.S.
Navy's research division, NRaD, were on display at the conference.
The AUSS vehicle, also on display, uses another technique to provide
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